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PRICE TRANSMISSION IN VERTICALLY -RELA TED 
MARKETS UNDER IMPERFECT COMPETITION 

by 

S. McCORRISTOW 

1 Introduction 

In general, agricultural and trade policy analysis falls into three categories. The first, and 
perhaps most common, uses a partial equilibrium framework focussing solelyon the 
agricultural sector. The typical scenario here is to evaluate changes in consumer and producer 
surplus following a given change in government policy assuming that the demand curve facing 
farmers is the consumers' demand curve and that the price consumers pay is (approximately) 
equivalent to the price producers receive for their output. Even if there is a fixed margin 
introduced to separate the consumer demand curve from the demand for farm products, there 
will nevertheless be a one-to-one correspondence between changes in farm-support prices and 
consumer prices. Much of the research on CAP and GATT reform would fall into this 
category. A second approach is to use a general equilibrium model that links agriculture with 
other sectors of the economy. Recently, there have been several applications of computable 
general equilibrium models to agricultural and trade policy analysis, the results of which show 
that policy reform directed at the agricultural sector will affect other sectors of the economy 
even if these other sectors are only indirectly associated with the agriculture via factor markets 
(see, for example, HERTEL, forthcoming). The third category is to tie agriculture directly with 
its immediate downstream sectors: by doing so this approach de-links the direct 
correspondence between producers and consumers that characterises thestandard partial 
equilibrium approach by introducing a farm-retail spread. This follows largely the framework 
introduced by GARDNER (1975) and characterizes the downstream sector as involving one or 
more processinglretailing stages such that the consumer demand curve is not equivalent to the 
demand for farm products, the difference being due to the size of the farm-retail margin. This 
framework, which has been commonly used to evaluate the effects of research and 
development, will apportion changes in surplus to various parts of this 'food-chain' following 
policy reform. It is essentially this category of policy analysis which is the focus of this paper 
although the alternative models proposed in this paper should enhance our understanding (and 
perhaps create misgivings) about how we interpret policy reform outcomes from all three 
methodologies. 

Although there are occasional exceptions, most policy analysis in the agricultural economics 
literature assumes that markets are perfectly competitive. This is also true of the vertical 
market models that make explicit the linkages between the farm and downstream 
processinglretailing sectors. Yet even casual observation would suggest that it is difficult to 
sustain such an assumption. There is considerable evidence from most developed countries that 
food processing industries are dominated by a few fions. There is further evidence ~o suggest 
that retail sectors also are dominated by a small number offirms. Moreover, there is a tendency 
in recent years for the concentration offood processing and retailing markets in Europe to 
increase. Although there has been some recent research documenting and measuring the degree 
of oligopoly in food markets, the departure from the perfect competitive assumption in policy 
analysis has yet to be addressed . 

• Steve McCorriston, Agricultural Economies Unit, University ofExeter, SI. German's Road, Exeter, EX4 
6TL, Devon, England. 
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In principle, the industrial organisation of downstream markets can impinge directly on the 
outcome of government policy reforms. Specifically, it can influenee how the benefits and costs 
of policy reforms are evaluated and how the corresponding welfare changes are distributed. 
This arises due to the impact of market structure on the degree of transmission of priee 
changes arising in upstream stages through to changes in final consumer priees. A1though it is 
possible to show that imperfect price transmission can arise in Gardner-style multi-market 
models with perfect competition (due to the assumption made about the substitutability of farm 
products with other marketing inputs), the degree of competition in each downstream stage 
will also generate priee transmission less than (and, under eertain conditions, greater than) one. 
As much of policy analysis is coneemed with distributional effects, the implication of less than 
perfect priee transmission will lower the expected consumer gains following policy reform. 
Since the consumer gains are reduced, it is the (few) firms in the intermediate stages that 
capture part (and in some cases most) of the benefits of policy reform. However, we can go 
further than this: sinee priee transmission is endogenously determined by the degree of 
competition, the re-distribution of the expected consumer benefits are also endogenous. 
Furthermore, sinee there can be several oligopolistic stages in this vertical food chain, the 
degree ofpriee transmission and the corresponding distribution ofthe gains trom policy reform 
will be determined by the number of suceessive downstream stages and the degree of 
competition at each suceessive stage. 

The aim ofthis paper is therefore to explore in more detail the role of imperfect competition in 
vertically-related markets onpriee transmission and how it may influenee our evaluation of 
policy reform. In doing so, we will avoid specific technicalities that are typical\y part and pareei 
of models of imperfect competition. Rather the aim is to highlight how structural 
characteristics associated with any particular market are likely to be important in addressing 
price tflUlsmission and policy-related issues. Specifically, the paper is organized as folIows. The 
first section provides some general observations of market structure in food markets drawing 
upon casual observation and academic research. This forms the background for section 2 
which discusses how market structure issues will influenee priee transmission and policy 
reform outcomes. In section 3, some recent empirical research that evaluates the effect of 
policy reforms while explicitly accounting for imperfect competition in vertical\y-related 
markets will be presented. Section 4 summarises and concludes. 

1 General Obsen'ations orMarket Strudure in VertieaUy-Reiated Markets 

To focus our attention, consider figure 1 which will help us identify factors relevant in 
identifying key features of imperfect competition in vertically-related markets. In this figure, 
we have a perfectly-competitive agricultural sector that supplies raw farm products to a 
processing sector. The proeessed product is sold to consumers via the retail sector. The figure 
pin-points where market structure issues are likely to be relevant in this vertical\y-related chain. 
In terms of Iinking the various stages, the nature of the transaction (i.e. whether it occurs in 
spot markets or under an alternative contractual form) is likely to be important. This issue is 
addressed below. In addition, the nature of competition between firms - as weil as the number 
of firms - is also a pertinent featUre of this vertically-related chain. Imperfect competition in 
vertically-related markets can arise in either the processing or the retailing sectors - or both. Is 
there any evidenee that this is the case? 
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There is considerable evidence that the food processing sector in most EU countries is 
dominated by a small number offirms. Table 1 reports four-firm concentration ratios (CR4) for 
a large number of food processing industries in the UK, France, Germany and Italy. The 
general impression from this table is that, with some exceptions, the CR4 is generally high 
across a large number offood processing industries. 

Table 1: Four-firm seiler concentration ratios, European Food Processing Industries 

Industry France Germany Italy UK 
Bread 4.5 7.0 4.0 58.0 
Canned vegetables 40.0 N/A 80.0 81.0 
Flour 29.0 38.0 6.7 78.0 
Processed meat 23.0 22.0 11.0 N/A 
Salt 98.0 93.0 80.0 99.5 
Sugar 81.0 60.0 72.0 94.0 
Babyfoods 88.0 83.0 88.0 80.0 
Beer 82.0 25.0 55.0 59.0 
Biscuits 62.0 49.0 46.0 62.0 
Mineral water 77.0 27.0 55.0 73.0 
Pet foods 86.0 93.0 N/A 83.0 
Soft drinks 70.0 57.0 84.0 48.0 
Soup 91.0 84.0 N/A 75.0 
Sugar confectionary 51.0 39.0 29.0 38.0 

Source: Sutton (1991) 

The CR4 figures shown in Table I can perhaps obscure the fact that the degree of 
concentration is high er than these statistics suggest. Particularly notable here is the sugar, 
chocolate confectionary, savoury snacks, instant coffee, breakfast cereals, and canned soup 
Sectors in the UK where the dominant two or three firms account for over 70 per cent of sales 
in that industry. The impliclltion of the market share data presented in these tables is self
evident: industries that comprise the processing sector are dominated by a small number of 
firms. It would seem relevant to take this into account in formal analysis. 

2.2 Structure or the Food Retailing Sector 

Similar to the food processing sector, food retailing also shows signs of market dominance by 
a small number of retail outlets. Relative to the food manufacturing sector, the degree of 
dominance is more variable across EU countries though the degree of concentration is still 
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considerable. For example, in France and Belgium the CRS is around 40 per cent. In the 
Netherlands, the CRS is 33 per cent while in Spain it is lower than 20 per cent. In Germany, 
the CRS is elose to 50 per cent while, in the UK it is higher still at 68 per cent. The relevant 
data for the UK and Germany is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Market Shares in the UK apd German Food Retailing Sectors, 1994 

Finn Market Share (%) Finn Market Share (0/0) 
UK: Germany: 

Sainsbury 21.2 Edeka/AVA 12.0 
Tesco 19.7 Rewe 11.3 
Argyll 9.1 Metro/Asko 9.7 
Asda 11.5 Aldi 8.5 
Gateway 6.5 Tengelmann 6.4 

TOTAL 68.0 TOTAL 47.9 

Source: BURNS and HENSON (1995) 

In sum, taken together, the data suggests that the European food sector can be characterized 
as one of successive stages (agriculture, food processing, food retailing) with the latter two 
stages being characterized by varying degrees of dominance by a small number of firms at each 
stage and in sub-sectors ofactivity. In the terminology ofthe industrial organisation literature, 
we have a food sector characterized by successive oligopoly. However, in characterizing the 
industrial organization of the food sector, it is also important to consider the nature of the 
transactions that occur between these successive stages (see Figure 1). 

2.3 Linkages Between Successive Stages 

The simplest way of thinking about linkages between the food retailing and. manufacturing 
sectors focuses on arms' length transactions. In this case, it is assumed that the food 
manufacturers produce a certain quantity of output (which depends of course on the nature of 
competition at that stage) and sell the good on the market for whatever price it gets. The food 
retailing firms, at the other side ofthis transaction, take the manufacturers' price as given, the 
amount they demand also being dependent on the nature ofthe competition, in this case at the 
retailing stage. The key point here is that while competition matters, it matters only at each 
horizontal stage, i.e. there is no bargaining between the manufacturing and retailing stages over 
what the appropriate price for the product (input) should be. Although it makes modelling of 
the 'food chain' simpler, this notion of arms' length pricing can be criticised insofar as it is an 
inappropriate characterization of competition between the two stages. The somewhat cmde 
alternative to arms' length pricing is to assume bilateral bargaining between each stage. This 
appears to be particularly relevant in the UK C&Se where the leading food retailers are seen to 
exert their influence on the food manufacturing sector. Indeed, there appears to be important 
circumstantial evidence of this (e.g. Monopolies and Mergers Commission 1981). Thus the 
alternative to arms' length pricing assumption would appear to be a model of bilateral 
oligopoly. 

However, the mechanism of this bilateral market power is typically more subtle than the 
rejection ofarms' length pricing wouldsuggest. Specifically, vertical market power is likely to 
be retlected more in the nature of the contracts between the food retailing and manufacturing 
sectors both in terms and conditions of the various contracts and in the specification of the 
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products that food manufacturers provide to the retailers. The important point about vertical 
contracts is that not only will they influence prices charged by the upstream stage but that, 
depending on their form, they may also lead to market foreclosure wbich reduces the extent of 
competition in the vertical chain as a whole. However, other contractual forms may circumvent 
the double-marginalisation problem that characterises successively oligopolistic markets thus 
appearing to make the vertical chain more competitive despite the fall in the number of firms. 

Vertica1 contracts that deviate from arms' length pricing can be characterized by non-linear 
pricing or vertica1 restraints. 'Vertica1 restraints' captures a multitude of practices, including: 
discounts in a variety of forms (e.g. overriders, aggregate rebates, etc); slotting allowances 
(e.g. provision ofretait equipment such as freezers); and tying where the manufacturer seils a 
bundle of the goods at a price lower than buying each good separately. These practices are 
common between the food retailers and manufacturers and are often viewed with suspicion by 
competition authorities as the number of referrals to the UK's MONOPOLIES AND 
MERGERS COMMISSION would testify.l It is in the nature of these contracts that the 
balance ofpower between retailers and manufacturers is reflected. For example, in motivating 
bis analysis of alternative vertical restraints, SHAFFER (1991) argues that it is scarcity of shelf 
space relative to the large number of new products that manufacturers provide that titts the 
balance of power in favour of the food retailers. In tbis regard, it is notable that following the 
investigation ofvertica1 restraints in the UK food industry, the UK's Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission also concluded that the balance of power lay with the food retailing sector. 

Another type of 'contract' that may characterize links between successive stages is vertica1 
integration. In tbis case, there is no market as such between the successive stages, the quantity 
ofthe good produced (and the internal transfer price) being decided by a single firm. While 
vertical integration reduces the total number of firms in the vertically-related chain, it can 
nevertheless be efticiency enhancing as it circumvents the 'double make-up' problem that 
characterizes successively-related imperfectly competitive markets. Although evidence on the 
degree ofvertical integration in the food sector is sparse, FRANK and HENDERSON (1992) 
present evidence from the US to show that it is important in several foodlagricultural activities. 

2.4 Related Research 

The above discussion of how food markets depart from the perfectly competitive paradigm 
arises principally from casual observation. In recent years, however, agricultural economists 
have more formally addressed the question of oligopoly in food markets. While much of tbis 
early research was in the spirit of the structure-conduct-performance framework (see 
CONNOR et aI 1985), recent research has drawn upon the so-called new empirical industrial 
organization (NEIO) literature. The key feature ofthis NEIO approach is to identify the extent 
of firm behaviour: specifically, departures from perfect competition are not measured by firm 
numbers per se, but by firm behaviour.2 Though most studies have focussed on the US food 
sector, nevertheless the general message from these empirical studies is that perfect 
competition is not an accurate characterisation of most downstream food sectors. While 
comparable formal approaches to evaluating the degree of competition using EU case studies 
are awaited, from the data presented one would expect the same conclusion for EU food 
markets . 

. 1 

2 

MCCORRISTON and SHELDON (1997) presenl an overview ofthe literature on vertical reslrainls and 
the cases investigated by the US and UK compelition authorities with reference 10 the food seclor. 

See PERLOFF (1992) for an overview ofthe NEIO approach 10 agriculture and food markets. 
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3 Imperfect Competition and Price Transmission 

The above discussion suggests that imperfect competition is aprevalent characteristic of one or 
more vertical stages in the food chain. This section explores how oligoptoly will influence our 
evaluation of policy reform focussing on price transmission and distributional effects.3 To 
avoid the technicalities involved in modelling oligopoly in vertically-related markets, the 
discussion will focus initially on a single-stage oligopoly model. The effect of extending single
stage oligopoly to multiple-stage oligopoly will be discussed.4 

3.1 Single-Stage Oligopoly 

Single-stage oligopoly is the most common focus of imperfect competition in the industrial 
organization literature. In terms of modelling oligopolistic markets, typica\ly one has to 
consider firms' decision variables (i.e. whether they are choosing prices on quantities to 
maximize profits) and how they perceive their competitors will respond to their choice ofprice 
or quantity. This is typically captured in a conjectural variation term (e.g. firms will conjecture 
how their competitors will respond given their even choice ofprice or quantity). A1though the 
notion of conjectural variations receives considerable criticism from garne theorists, 
nevertheless it can be usefully interpreted as an index of competition (DIXIT 1986). This will 
become more transparent below. 

To explore the effect of oligopoly on price transmission, we will assume that the retail stage is 
the single stage (denoted by superscript R), a general demand function and that firms choose 
quantities to maximize profits.' The inverse demand function facing the industry is given as: 

(1) 

where PiR is the retail price and x! is the output offirmj. Each ofthe mj firms aim to maxirnize 
profits as given by 

(2) tr/ = X/ifJ(X/ + ~x/) -p/ x/ - C(x/) 
j=I 

where C(x!) is the cost function (similar for all firms) which exc\udes agriculturaI raw materials 
and pjA is the agricultural input price that is assumed to be set by government. 

Theconjecture captures the response by other retail firms to a change in firm i's output. 
Denoted by ')... R, this is given as 

Other sub-disciplines of economics have also recently focussed on the pass-through issue in imperfectIy 
competitive markets. For example, public economists have been interested in laX incidence (the extent to 
which final prices change following the introduction of a laX) while international economists have 
recently focussed on how domestic prices change following changes in exchange rates. 

4 Tbe effect of alternative vertical contracts was considered in the original version of this paper. 

Tbis discussion of a single-stage oligopoly follows MYLES (1995). 
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(X/ + fx/) 
(3) ).R = iJ F' or).R = l+vt 

iJx/ 
If finns are playing Cournot (a common assumption in tbe industrial organization literature), 
VjR().R) will equal zero (one). IfvjRequais _I().R = 0), tbis represents the competitive outcome, 
and ifVjR equals llI; -I ().R = mj) this represents monopoly pricing. Tbe first-order condition for 
profit maximisation is given by 

(4) o 

To focus on the etfect of competition on price transmission (assuming symmetry xi = Xj for aII 
j), totally differentiate the first-order condition by varying a11 outputs and agricultural input 
prices (pjA) and substitute the inverse demand function to eliminate dXj. Assuming marginal 
costs to be constant, the degree of price transmission is given as 

(5) 

Ifthe food market is perfectly competitive, (). R = 0), then 

(6) 
dp,R = 1 

dp/IA'=O 

Le. there is perfect priee transmission. However, for i..R > 0, price transmission can be less or 
greater than one. 

(7) 

Tbe outcome depends on the convexity of the inverse demand function. If the inverse demand 
function is sufficiently convex, the priee transmission can be greater than one. In this case, 
reducing agricultural support priees by say 10 per cent would reduee consumer priees by more 
than 10 per cent. In this particular case, it can be shown that the greater the value of l' (Le. 
the less competitive the market becomes) and/or the fewer number of competing firms, the 
lower the degree of priee transmission. Explicitly accounting for product differentiation (see, 
McCorriston and Sheldon, 1995), it can be shown that the more differentiated the finns' 
products, tbe lower the degree of priee transmission. 

3.1 Suttessive Stage Oligopoly 

As the evidence in the previous section suggested, tbe food sector is more appropriately 
cbaracterised as multiple-stage or successive oligopoly ratber than single-stage oligopoly. 
However, sinee tbe vertical stages are tied directly to eacb otber, the key to modelling 
successive oligopoly is to explicitly link oligopolistic markets togetber. Specifically, the inverse 
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demand function facing the retail stage is the consumer inverse demand function. Equalizing 
marginal costs with perceived marginal revenue is the key to deriving the industry equilibrium. 
This perceived marginal revenue function is determined by the nature of competition at the 
retail stage (i..R), the number of firms at the retail stage (mR) and the degree of product 
differentiation (.1). However, the inverse derived demand function facing the processing stage 
is the perceived marginal revenue curve of the retail stage. Consequently, when processing 
firmsequalise their marginal cost with perceived marginal revenue in the processing sector, the 
equilibrium outcome will depend on not only the degree of competition in the processing stage 
(i.. j - where superscript u denotes the upstream sector - and the number of firms in the 
processing stage (mU) but also the degree of competition at the retailing stage (i.. R), the firms at 
the retailing stage (mR), and the degree of product differentiation (.1 ). It is important to note 
that the firms' conjecture in the upstream stage (i.. j will also reflect the nature of competition 
in the downstream stage. Consequently, with reference to price transmission through the 
vertically-related markets taken together (retail and processing), the difference in the impact of 
a change in agricultural support prices (or tariffs) on final retail prices will depend on 
competition at both stages, the number of firms at both stages and a degree of competition at 
the retail stage. 

4 Implications for Policy Analysis 

The implications of imperfect competition in vertically-related markets should now be c1ear. 
First, the degree of price transmission is endogenously determined by the nature of 
competition, firm behaviour and firm numbers throughout the vertically-related food chain. 
The nature of vertical contracts will also be relevant. Second, and following from this, the 
distribution of welf are changes following policy reform will also be endogenously determined 
by these' same factofS. Essentially, as the food chain (or any one stage) becomes less 
competitive, the greater the increase in firms' profits and the lower the change in consumer 
surplus following price reform. 

In McCorriston and Sheldon (1996), a successive-oligopoly model was calibrated to the UK 
dairy/cheese market. A reduction in milk support prices of30 per cent was then simulated. The 
base case was one with two stages of production milk distributionlcheese processing with firm 
behaviour (i..R and i..j being endogenously determined. To explore the effects of firm 
behaviour, we also simulated the Coumot case (actual behaviour was initially more competitive 
than Coumot) and varied the number of vertical stages. The results were also compared with 
the perfect competitive model, the standard assumption of most applied policy analysis. 

With perfect competition, changes in farm support prices would be fully transmitted to 

. (dpR) consumers,l.e. dp. = I. With a 30 per cent reduction in farm support prices, this would 

increase consumer surplus by !142 million. However, deviating from this assumption will 
reduce the level of price transmission and the change in consumer surplus. Consider first of a11, 
the number of stages in the vertically-related market. With two successive stages (with actual 
firm behaviour), price transmission is 0.86. With only a single-oligopolistic stage, price 
transmission would be 0.90. Varying firm behaviour, however, appears to have a more 
significant impact. Making the market less competitive (i.e. imposing Coumot behaviour), 
reduces price transmission to around 0.70 in the single-stage case and to around 0.40 in the 
two-stage case. With imperfect price transmission it is evident that the standard model over
estimates the gains to consumers following policy reform. With actual market behaviour and 
two stages, the change in consumer surplus is 10 per cent less relative to the perfectly 
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competitive case. With two stages and Cournot behaviour, the increase in consumer surplus is 
only 0.40 per cent of the perfectly competitive outcome. Much of the dissipated consumer 
surplus is retlected in an increase in firms rents though, as McCorriston and Sheldon (ibid) 
show, the distribution ofrent offirms is dependent on the stage in which the firm operates.6 

4 Summary and Conclusion 

This paper has focussed on imperfect competition in vertically-related food markets. Contrary 
to standard assumption of most policy evaluation models, food markets are more typically 
characterized by imperfect - rather than perfect - competition. This paper has shown that the 
degree of price transmission is endogenously determined by the degree of competition at each 
vertical stage, the number of firms at each stage, the nature of vertical contracts and the degree 
of product differentiation of the final products. Imperfect competition in vertically-related 
markets also endogenously determines the size and distribution of the welf are changes 
foUowing policy reform. The results from simulation exercises suggest that the extentof price 
transmission and welf are changes from the standard perfectly competitive case can be 
substantiaI. 

Research on the industrial organization of the food sector is still in its infancy and there is a 
considerable research agenda. While much of this will follow in the spirit of the new empirical 
industrial organization approach in explicitly identitying the level of competition, it is desirable 
that such researchers do not limit themselves to characterizing the extent of competition in the 
food sector. Rather since applied economists devote considerable resources (both financial and 
intellectual) to the evaluation of the outcomes of agricultural, trade and environmental policy, 
developing models that more accurately characterize the specific market under consideration 
would appear to be highly relevant and give a more accurate assessment of the outcomes of 
policy reform. 
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